
Fortune Spent to Harass Writer
CLEVELAND, OHIO, UNITED STATES, November 1, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ --   First time author
Cole Phoenix was compelled to publish "Wolves for Hire" after enduring years of invasion of privacy
and patterns of unwanted attention. Phoenix recounts how subtle, strange coincidences and
workplace bullying deteriorated into something much worse. The book begins with the writer
explaining how he was approached by a former coworker who attempts to extort money from him on
orders from other parties. The author being sure he has no dark secrets that can be used against him
doesn’t give the former coworker’s threat much thought.  Less than a year after that encounter with
the latter, Cole’s life changes drastically. Many people in his life have seemingly disappeared and he
begins to encounter an unusual amount of hostile interactions at work and other places.
The writer then explains the process of realizing that he was the target of what he would later learn to
be known as “patterns of unwanted attention”. A term that’s typically used to describe stalking
behavior, although Phoenix wasn’t being stalked or followed by one person or a small group. He was
encountering identical bizarre or hostile behavior perpetrated by different people at different locations.
The author then details the process of documenting these encounters and gathering evidence that
proves the activities described in "Wolves for Hire" must be deliberate and therefore somehow
coordinated. This leads to the conclusion that these coordinated and deliberate activities must be
funded. He reveals being blacklisted from employment, and being harassed and ostracized even more
when he does find work. Phoenix describes being unable to cope with these conditions that lead to
alcohol and substance abuse. He also highlights periods of time when these exhausting conditions all
but vanish overnight with everything returning to normal again for extended periods of time.
“Wolves for Hire” is without question a one-of-a-kind memoir that explores some unusual yet
deliberately created conditions. It also examines the blurred lines between harassment, stalking,
bullying, and the injury that can be inflicted by those who are closest to us. It touches on timeless
topics like abuse of power, deception and betrayal. Phoenix invites readers to consider the contents of
the book and investigate the facts for themselves.
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